


In a certain code language, 
‘known life happy friend’ is written as ‘5urev 4ulfv 5urev 6hrc’,
‘moon white happy child’ is written as ‘4ulfv 5urev 5urev 4ulfv’’ 
‘life child white snow’ is written as ‘4ulfv 5urev 5urev 4ulfv’ 
‘happy white colour smile’ is written as ‘5urev 5urev 6hrc 5urev’

What is the code for ‘on’?

01.  2halo 02.  2reeg 03.  2gdl 04.  3gkr 
05.  3ruw



In a certain code language, 
‘known life happy friend’ is written as ‘5urev 4ulfv 5urev 6hrc’,
‘moon white happy child’ is written as ‘4ulfv 5urev 5urev 4ulfv’’ 
‘life child white snow’ is written as ‘4ulfv 5urev 5urev 4ulfv’ 
‘happy white colour smile’ is written as ‘5urev 5urev 6hrc 5urev’

What does ‘3gsivv’ stand for?

01.  great  02.  norm  03.  fear 04.  war  
05.  onion



In a certain code language, 
‘known life happy friend’ is written as ‘5urev 4ulfv 5urev 6hrc’,
‘moon white happy child’ is written as ‘4ulfv 5urev 5urev 4ulfv’’ 
‘life child white snow’ is written as ‘4ulfv 5urev 5urev 4ulfv’ 
‘happy white colour smile’ is written as ‘5urev 5urev 6hrc 5urev’

‘2gdl 5urev 3gsivv’ could be a code for which of the following?

01.  to love ones 02.  he helps her 03.  he never do 
04.  is he smile 05.  who do this



In a certain code 
‘run very fast for’ is written as ‘#21i  @19z  @18v  #15u’, 
‘too run away proper’ is written as ‘ @1d   @5k  #15g  #21i’  
‘too see for create’ is written as ‘#15g  #5h  #15u  @20z’   
’very good proper follow’ is written as ‘ @18v  @15l  @5k  @15o’ 

What is the code for ‘see you’? 

01.  @15b  @5h 02.  #15u  @5k 03.  @15l  #5h 
04.  #15b  #5h 05.  #15g  #5k



In a certain code 
‘run very fast for’ is written as ‘#21i  @19z  @18v  #15u’, 
‘too run away proper’ is written as ‘ @1d   @5k  #15g  #21i’  
‘too see for create’ is written as ‘#15g  #5h  #15u  @20z’   
’very good proper follow’ is written as ‘ @18v  @15l  @5k  @15o’ 

Which of the following represents, ‘place good run away’?

01.  #21i  @1d #3k  @15l  02.  #3z  @15l  #21i  @1d 
03.  #3z  @15u  #21i  @1d 04.  @15u  #21z @1d #3z  
05.  #21i  @1d #3z  @5h



In a certain code 
‘run very fast for’ is written as ‘#21i  @19z  @18v  #15u’, 
‘too run away proper’ is written as ‘ @1d   @5k  #15g  #21i’  
‘too see for create’ is written as ‘#15g  #5h  #15u  @20z’   
’very good proper follow’ is written as ‘ @18v  @15l  @5k  @15o’ 

What is the code for ‘problem’ ? 

01.  @5h 02.  @5o 03.  #5z 04.  #5h 
05.  #5o  



In a certain code language some words are written in coded form 
which are given below:
G P Y B is written as 20 11 02 25.
W Q O T is written as 04 10 12 07.
A S X V is written as 26 08 03 05.

What is the code for ‘English’?

01.  12-14-07-12-09-19-08 02.  22-13-20-15-18-08-19  
03.  12-14-07-12-09-08-15 04.  22-13-20-11-18-08-19 
05.  22-11-20-15-18-01-19



In a certain code language some words are written in coded form 
which are given below:
G P Y B is written as 20 11 02 25.
W Q O T is written as 04 10 12 07.
A S X V is written as 26 08 03 05.

What is the code for ‘M’?

01.  13 02.  16 03.  14                     04.  12 
05.  26



In a certain code language some words are written in coded form 
which are given below:
G P Y B is written as 20 11 02 25.
W Q O T is written as 04 10 12 07.
A S X V is written as 26 08 03 05.

Code 20-12-15-23-22-13 is indicated by which of the following words?

01.  SILVER 02.  GOLDEN 03.  PRAYER 
04.  GRAPES   05.  GROWTH



In a certain code language some words are written in coded form 
which are given below:
G P Y B is written as 20 11 02 25.
W Q O T is written as 04 10 12 07.
A S X V is written as 26 08 03 05.

What is the code for ‘C’?

01.  03 02.  21 03.  04                    04.  24 
05.  18


